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L.

WEISS

Wrestling with Writing
Conferences in the Mania of
Middle School
Kristy Weiss is in her 5th year of teaching seventh- and eighth-grade language
arts at Romeo Middle School in Romeo, Michigan.

ile still an undergraduate, I had
the opportunity to read Nancie
Atwell's (1987) In the Middle:
Writing, Reading, and Learning
with Adolescents. Hoping that I would end up
teaching middle school language arts, I found this
book tremendously influential in my thoughts of
what kind of place my classroom would become.
Using the work of many famed researchers,
including Graves and Murray, Atwell made, in my
mind, an extraordinarily sound case for utilizing
reading and writing workshops in the middle school
classroom. That was it. In my classroom reading
and writing workshops were going to be the norm.
My classroom was going to be a place where
everyone was excited by the opportunity to take
ownership of their learning by reading and writing
pieces they had independently selected. Yes, there
would be state and district curriculum expectations,
but my students and I would effortlessly fit those
benchmarks into our reading and writing program.
My students and I were going to do some amazing
things. Watch out Nancie, here we come!
Then reality struck. I graduated from college and
started teaching. As every new teacher can tell
anyone, nothing prepares a person for the daunting
task of actually being responsible for the education
of students. I had gone from ideas of grandeur to
the realities of 12- and 13-year-old children in the
midst of puberty. Nancie Atwell, who was she? I
hardly had time to iron my clothes for the next day
of work; forget trying to implement a fresh literary system into a program that had already been
developed by my predecessor. In the ensuing chaos
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I chucked the idea of following Atwell's plan and
followed the program that had been left behind
for me. The units were not really my style, relying
heavily on a basal reader from the early 1990s and
expecting the students to do lower level thinking
and writing. I did my best to alter the program,
supplementing the students' learning with other
readings and higher level thinking and writing
activities, but I still was nowhere near being happy
with the program. It was not my greatest attempt at
teaching, but the program provided me with a bit of
sanity, and I survived that first year.
After that year I made a promise to myself that
I would work to create a program that was more
aligned with my philosophy of education. I pledged
to again look atAtwell's (1998) ideas and try as
best I could to modify them to the reality of my
classroom. Working with the other seventh-grade
language arts teacher, we provided students more
choices in their reading and added two more novels
to the curriculum. Furthermore, we cut out most
of the basal readings we had done in the past and
kept the handful of quality pieces from the book.
We assigned more authentic writing pieces and
expected students to create these pieces more often.
While the result was somewhat removed from
Atwell's idea of giving students almost complete
control of their learning, I worked hard to give
students choice in their activities so as to provide
them with the chance to take ownership in a few
areas of their learning. Overall, I was happy with
the new language arts program that had been created, but one component was missing from the
writing portion. I had attempted to implement
2003
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writing conferences into my classroom as Atwell
had, yet I was overwhelmed with the expectations
of trying to meet with each student on an individual
basis and aid them in making their writing better. I
needed help, and this time I chose to focus on what
other researchers and educators had to say about
writing conferences.

unique and, as writers, they need to understand that
we all approach the act of writing a little differently.

Most often writing conferences occur once students
have completed drafts of their writing. Certain
details need to be considered as we participate in
these conferences. Wilcox (1997) notes that we
should sit next to students, not across from them,
because physically sitting beside students shows
Sperling (1992) provides one of the most powerfully descriptive definitions of writing conferences
you are supporting them while sitting across from a
when she notes that they can be seen as "fine-tuned
child suggests an adversarial position. Furthermore
duets-the two participants playing off one another
he observes that sitting close to a child will show
such that the whole that results is something other
your desire for a personal relationship. Once you
than whatever the individuals would have produced
and the student are in a quiet place seated sideworking solo" (p. 70).
by-side, it is essential that
Writing conferences are
the student reads his or her
It is our responsibility to help
considered by many teachown work aloud. One of the
students decide what they have done
ers to be an essential part
most crucial components
well but also provide constructive
of teaching process writing
of a conference is ensuring
suggestions
that
help
them
learn
to
in the classroom (Smith,
students always have ownerclearly communicate their message to ship of their writing. Through
1992). Through conferences educators can work
an audience.
expecting the student to read
one-on-one with students
the piece aloud we are honorin assisting them to become
ing that ownership. Actively
more effective and independent writers by gaining
listening to the child read the piece is the next step
confidence and skill in their writing (Wilcox, 1997).
(Wilcox, 1997; Atwell, 1998; Manning, 2000). The
Conferences offer educators the chance to see
conference does not end here, though.
what students know and what they need help with
Perhaps one of the more challenging aspects of the
(Graves, 1994). For many, the fact that writing conconference begins when the student has finished
ferences provide us the chance to talk with students
reading. First and foremost we must be sure to
on a personal and individualized basis-a setting
honor the student's talk and agenda so that they
often considered to be the optimum learning experiare the determining factor in the direction the
ence-is the most important part of the program.
conference goes (Sperling, 1992; Richardson, 1992;
Basically it is this talk that is the crucial element
Walker, 1992). In his many years as a high school
in what makes these conferences so effective for
English teacher Muschla (1993) found that oftenstudents (Blake, 1992). Through pairing a master
times students begin a discussion with a problem or
with a novice, we are able to help our students on an
question. It is our responsibility to listen carefully
intimately personal basis by discussing their written
to this problem or question and use the conference
pieces with them.
as a place where the problem can be collaboratively
The writing process is made up of five steps. Trasolved or the question can be answered. Assuming
ditionally it includes prewriting, drafting, revising,
the student does not introduce any issues, some
editing, and publishing in that general order, though
specific approaches can facilitate the meeting.
these "steps" are non-linear and recursive in nature
First, we can assist the discussions by looking for
(Calkins, 1986). Writers naturally go intermittently
key passages that show students' clear ideas and
between the various phases as they write. For
strong voices and focus on these (Smith, 1992). It
example one student may prewrite, then draft while
is our responsibility to help students decide what
revising as she drafts. Another student may comthey have done well but also provide constructive
plete prewriting and begin drafting only to return
suggestions that help them learn to clearly comto prewriting. One of the most important ideas for
municate their message to an audience. Praise is
us to remember as teachers is that each student is
only temporarily gratifying, though, and does not
18
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help a writer in understanding where the writing
fails to communicate (Harris, 1992). As a result we
must be certain to make the conference more than
just a praise-fest and aid students in making their
writing stronger. It is a good idea to address only
one or two of these areas in a conference so as not
to overwhelm the students (Muschla, 1993). Also,
when probing we should focus on "Why" questions, as they are at the heart of learning, forcing
students to become more critical writers (Mclver
& Wolf, 1999). Students need to learn to find their
own words to make the message personal (Mclver
& Wolf, 1999; Walker 1992). It is miseducative
to force our words into their mouths or onto their
papers. While these practices may seem counterintuitive at first, I believe that they are fundamental
in establishing an atmosphere in which all students
will view themselves as writers.

Maryann Manning (2000), for example, notes that
she has never met a writing process teacher who
felt there was enough time for writing conferences.
She goes on to assert that departmentalized upper
elementary grades and those in the middle school
setting have the toughest job trying to fit conferences into fixed time schedules. Sperling (1992)
also noticed in her research that writing conferences
are rare events in secondary classrooms because
there is little time for them. Most experts agree that
the amount of time you spend conferring with a student should be limited and last no more than about 5
minutes (Mclver & Wolf, 1999). Others have found
that we need only spend 3 or 4 minutes in a quiet
space for one-to-one chats, while other effective
conferences are just over 1 minute in length (Sperling, 1992). Though some of our students come in to
our classes as strong writers, we must not forget that
every student needs a conference and some require
How do teachers get their students accustomed to
them more often than others (Manning, 2000). I
writing conferences? Role-playing writing conferam guilty of passing over higher level writers when
ences with students in front of the class can be
time constraints make it challenging for me to meet
particularly beneficial for everyone to see (Muschla,
with every student. It never fails that I promise
1993). Modeling writing conference procedures
myself that a student and I will discuss a paper for
throughout the year is helpful in providing to
a maximum of 5 minutes,
students persuasive examples
and the next thing I know
We need to be patient with the
about the nature and importance
we
have been sitting for
of conferences (Mclver & Wolf, process and have faith that if we are
good models, our students will learn twice that long. Obviously
1999). Through modeling stuI have not yet mastered all
dents will see that we are interto take an involved role in making
of the procedural matters
ested in helping them improve
their writing better.
that arise as a part of
their writing. Richardson (1992)
writing conferences. As
found that conferences will go
a result of reading about
through a transition over time.
other teachers' struggles with writing conferences, I
During 12 weeks of research he observed that
realize that I am not the only one laboring to make
conferences initially resembled a traditional IRE
conferences work.
structure, but after about 6 weeks of practice he
There is hope. Valuable research on time constraints
noted that the pattern shifted and students became
in writing conferences does exist. As students
more active participants in their conferences. We
become more familiar with writing conferences and
need to be patient with the process and have faith
the process becomes more autonomous, conferences
that if we are good models, our students will learn
with students tend to become shorter (Manning
to take an involved role in making their writing bet& Manning, 1997). Students learn to ask for less
ter. In addition to modeling we must remember to
help as they become more responsible for helping
reflect on our conference procedures so the discusthemselves and others. Ideally it is through writing
sions do not become a teacher-dominated arena
conferences that students learn to take ownership
where students have lost their voice and ownership
of their writing, internalizing the procedure so it
(Richardson, 1994).
become second nature to them. Hopefully, if we
My greatest frustration is the issue of time. I strugkeep pushing ourselves and our students to particigle learning how to include writing conferences
pate in quality discussions, we can lessen our time
within a 45-minute class period. I am not alone.
commitment to writing conferences.
WINTER
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Do I have the same fearless enthusiasm about
writing conferences that I had after my first
perusal of Atwell 's book, when I made a promise
to myself that I would implement reading and
writing workshops no matter what the cost?
Honestly, no. I am much more of a realist now
than I was in college. Back then the sky was the
limit; now the limit is the clock on the wall, the
29 or 30 students in my room, the six classes I

teach, state benchmarks, and the 4-inch pile of
papers on my desk that need to be read. Ideally
I would love to have the classroom freedom of
Nancie Atwell, but in my world I have to make
the best of what I have. I realize that I am not
going to become an expert in writing conferences
this year or even next year, but I keep plodding
away and pushing my teenage students to do the
same. I think we are on our way.

More Helpful Hints for Writing Conferences
1. Record the date of each conference so you don't forget to confer with any students.
2. Meet with students on individual need basis.
3. Conferences can take place during any stage of the writing process. They do
not need to be only after the first draft has been finished, but can occur during
prewriting, revising, or editing also.
4. Fit conference time into the collective working threshold of the class of students.
For example, if a class can work collectively for 30 minutes on a writing activity
before losing focus, plan on having only 30 minutes of conference time.
5. Read a student's piece before class to know going into the conference what is most
important to discuss on a revision conference.
6. Redefine your idea of a conference. It can be 45 seconds long, you can stand at a
desk, or meet with a of group students.
7. Have students conduct a peer conference before requesting a teacher conference.
8. Expand your conference pool by using volunteers, conferring across grades,
requiring parent conferences at home. The sky is the limit when it comes to
creatively getting assistance.
9. Always be prepared to spread yourself thin. That's the nature of writing
conferences.
List complied from Sperling (1992); Manning (2000); Nickel, Hubbard, & Shagoury
(2001)
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